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acquisition The buying or obtaining of assets or objects.
The company intends to grow within itself rather than by acquisition.

admissible Deserving to be admitted.
Admissible evidence.

belongings
Something owned; any tangible or intangible possession that is owned by
someone.
She didn t have much baggage with her as most of her belongings had been
sent ahead by sea.

bring Go or come after and bring or take back.
Bring charges.

broach
Bring up a topic for discussion.
Boxed wines will remain in good condition for up to four months once
broached.

buccaneer
Live like a buccaneer.
The company might be a target for an individual buccaneer seeking power
and prestige.

clutch A clutch bag.
She clutched my arm when she got scared.

confiscate Surrendered as a penalty.
The government confiscated his property early in the war.

deprivation A state of extreme poverty.
Losing him is no great deprivation.

deprive Prevent (a person or place) from having or using something.
The city was deprived of its water supplies.

dispossess Deprive of the possession of real estate.
A champion of the poor and the dispossessed.

fetch The action of fetching.
Kind offers fetched tears from me.
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forfeit The action of forfeiting something.
The loser must pay a forfeit.

forfeiture
The act of losing or surrendering something as a penalty for a mistake or
fault or failure to perform etc.
Magistrates ordered the forfeiture of his computer.

grab Get hold of or seize quickly and easily.
The brakes grabbed very badly.

hold A stronghold.
The auditorium can t hold more than 500 people.

impossible Used of persons or their behavior.
She was in an impossible situation.

impound Take temporary possession of as a security, by legal authority.
Almost forgotten were the poor unfortunates impounded in the prison.

impoverish Make (a person or area) poor.
The soil was impoverished by annual burning.

loot Goods or money obtained illegally.
A gang looted Rs 1 5 lakh from a passenger.

pillage Steal (something) using violence, especially in wartime.
Artworks pillaged from churches and museums.

plunder
Plunder a town after capture.
The contents of the abandoned houses were plundered by members of the
new regime.

possess Have ownership or possession of.
He just wanted her to possess her.

ransack Go through (a place) stealing things and causing damage.
Burglars ransacked her home.

rob Overcharge (someone) for something.
He tried with three others to rob a bank.

seize
Seize and take control without authority and possibly with force take as one s
right or possession.
Fear seized the prisoners.

sequestrate
Take legal possession of (assets) until a debt has been paid or other claims
have been met.
In November 1956 the property was sequestrated by the authorities.

unavailable Not able to be used or obtained; not at someone’s disposal.
Material which is unavailable to the researcher.
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